PRESS RELEASE - September 19th 2019
Night Sky 7 - Designed for iOS/iPadOS 13 and watchOS 6
Delve deeper into Space than ever before!
iCandi Apps ®, the creators of the Night Sky stargazing app have super powered Night Sky this
year with Night Sky 7. Adding over 60 million more stars to the sky view, 8X higher resolution,
daytime and sunrise/sunset effects, prepare to delve deeper into space than ever before! Night
Sky 7 has also been completely re-vamped on Apple Watch, creating the most powerful stargazing
experience on your wrist yet!
Building on an already incredibly immersive and magical experience, Night Sky 7 becomes more
beautiful and intuitive. With a completely new Maps inspired user interface, Night Sky 7 will feel
familiar whilst surfacing much of the power of Night Sky.
WHATS NEW?
+ SUPER POWERFUL SKY VIEW - Sky View has been massively upgraded for Night Sky 7!
With over 60 million more stars, 8X higher resolution for light spectrum textures, sunrise/sunset
effects and new daylight mode!
+ MAPS UI - A brand new clean and familiar interface for Night Sky 7, with new Search features
with Quick Find, intelligent Night Red Mode, Light Pollution indicator and beautiful feature tiles
prepare to navigate Night Sky quicker than ever before!
+ NIGHT SKY WATCH AR - A completely re-vamped Apple Watch app. Night Sky magically
comes to life on Apple Watch and the Sky View has been completely enhanced with Glass
Constellations New Red Vision, sunrise/sunset effects and Night Sky Live Tours from your wrist!
+ AURORA MAPPING (Premium Feature) - See where the Aurora is most visible with the
nearest Aurora viewing locations to you highlighted. Complete with Aurora alerts!
+ NIGHT SKY MINDFULNESS (Premium Feature) - Stargazing is one of the most relaxing and
calming natural connections you can make. Make that time count by adding Mindfulness Minutes
to Apple Health.
+ PLANET INTERNAL STRUCTURES - With the tap of a button reveal the internal structures of
the planets of the Solar System.
+ NIGHT SKY QUIZ - Test your knowledge of Night Sky with a new inbuilt quiz that supports
ClassKit. Keep track of your students scores on various topics from Space History, Satellites,
Stars and Living in Space.
+ ADLER PLANETARIUM AR EXPERIENCE - We’ve worked in collaboration with the Adler
Planetarium in Chicago to bring a new AR experience. Simply raise Night Sky to labelled objects
to view immersive content, and interact with 3D models of some of the objects on display. Check
out the new Spacesuit Experience using People Tracking with iOS 13!
“Night Sky 7 enables you to delve deeper into space than ever before with the new Super Powerful Sky
View. We’ve added new features such as Night Sky Mindfulness and expanded on celestial monitoring with
Aurora alerts! All new graphics and features on Apple Watch create the most powerful stargazing experience
ever to come to your wrist! Night Sky 7 represents 8 years of incredibly hard continuous development
making Night Sky one of the most powerful apps on the App Store today!”

- Andy Weekes, Founder & Company Director, iCandi Apps.

iCandi Apps was founded in 2008 by Andy Weekes, after he was inspired by the
introduction of the App Store by Steve Jobs. Andy went from being a school teacher to
creating one of the most successful reference apps in the world. Having achieved number
one ranking in numerous markets, Andy has seen success he couldn't have even dreamed
of. With the launch of Night Sky 7 with a Super Powerful Sky View, Apple Watch AR,
Aurora Maps, and Night Sky Mindfulness, Night Sky has over 8 years of development
making it one of the most powerful apps on the App Store today!
Night Sky 7 is available to download for iOS, iPadOS and watchOS from the App Store https://itunes.apple.com/app/night-sky/id475772902?mt=8
Night Sky 7 is dedicated to the memory of Sebastian John Hill. Born into the stars.
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